I. INTRODUCTION
Throughout the last fifteen years, Power Systems have been going through a series of significant transformations. With the rising levels of large-scale renewable resources penetration, which have inherently more variability in their outputs than conventional resources, there is a need for accommodating a higher degree of flexibility for power flow transmission across the grid. This scenario has led to the creation of hybrid AC/DC Supergrids [1] . They not only inlude Phase-shifting transformers (PSTs) and flexible AC transmission systems (FACTS), but also, their key component, the Voltage Source Converter (VSC)-based HVDC system. The latter offers independent control of active and reactive power, greater flexibility for operation and easier expandability to multi-terminal DC (MTDC) configurations [2] .
In Europe, the notion of Supergrid has been proposed to make sufficient use of its potential rich offshore wind power and multiple interconnections. However, in highly meshed networks like the European one, several power flow control Abraham Alvarez Bustos is sponsored by Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnología (CONACyT) and Secretaría de Energía (SENER), México devices are deployed [2] . Therefore, analysis of the effects of their mutual interaction is imperative, otherwise Transmission System Operators (TSO) will face the risk that these devices will not realise their full potential. Moreover, they could even contribute to unwanted system behaviours [3] . Consecuently, numerous studies of VSC-based MTDC grids have been done, such as Stability Analysis, Optimal Power Flow (OPF) and Voltage Droop Control (VDC) [4] - [6] .
The main core of the aforementioned analysis is the Hybrid AC/DC Power Flow. Two different strategies have been suggested for the solution of their non-linear equations, namely the Sequential and the Unified Power Flow. While in the unified approach, the AC and DC equations are solved at the same time, in the sequential approach, the AC and DC systems are solved in a successive fashion [7] , [8] .
The sequential power flow for hybrid networks with VSC approach was studied in [9] - [11] . Whereas [10] neglects the VSC lossless and fixed control parameters, in [9] and [11] converter losses, filters and slack bus control are considered. A sequential power flow algorithm has been proposed as an addition to MATPOWER in [11] .
On the other hand, the unified method algorithm, describing an application of an VSC-HVDC link, was first reported in [12] . Then, [13] proposed an improvement of the unified algorithm including control and losses in the VSC. The inclusion of constrained load flow in the unified power flow algorithm including VSC was reported in [8] .
Even though sequential methods can be added as an extension of existing Power flow software, the convergence of the internal loop affects the convergence of the external one, creating divergence problems. Such high number of iterative loops makes the algorithm slow. Moreover their first order convergence feature reduces calculations accuracy. On the other hand, unified power flow considers high precision quadratic convergence. Furthermore, it is considerably faster by avoiding internal loops to solve the grid [8] , [14] .
In all previously mentioned power flow algorithms, conventional VSC model has been used. In [15] a new model of VSC for unified power flow algorithms has been introduced, where the VSC is modelled as a combination of complex tap transformers with a variable shunt susceptance. Due to similarity between this new VSC model and the traditional modelling of the power grid an opportunity to develop a flexible AC/DC branch model has been opened. This paper therefore presents a new Flexible General Branch Model for power flow solution of AC/DC grids. It can be used to seamlessly model conventional AC branches, Controlled Tap Transformers (CTT), PST and VSC. Due to high versatility and nature of the developed model, no differentiation between the AC and DC grid is necessary. Thus, traditional AC power flow equations can be used to solve AC/DC grids. In order to preform full power and voltage control, extra state variables are added to the traditional Jacobian. Thus, the new proposed Flexible AC/DC Power Flow algorithm (FPFA) will maintain all the advantages of the unified power flow in a simpler version of it.
The reminder of this paper is as follows: Section II introduces the new Flexible General Branch Model (FGBM) as an extension to MATPOWER's branch model by modelling a variety of control devices, including VSC. Section III introduces various modes of control for FGBM and VSC's asserting a high degree of flexibility in the model. Section IV presents the new FPFA for solving hybrid AC/DC networks modelled via the FGBM. Finally simulation case studies for a modified IEEE test system are presented in Section V, followed by simulation discussion and conclusion in Sections VI, and VII.
II. NEW FLEXIBLE AC/DC GENERAL BRANCH MODEL
The original General Branch Model used in MATPOWER has proven to be effective for power flow analysis. Original branch model can be found in [16] . The combination of this one with the VSC model developed in [15] will transform the original model from an already powerful AC branch model to the next generation Flexible AC/DC General Branch Model (FGBM) that the new power flow analysis tools need to adequately simulate the future AC/DC grid. The proposed model is shown in Fig. 1 . There are five key components of this FGBM model. The central one is a complex tap transformer, shown in (1). This one has two control variables, m a and θ sh . While the θ sh will be controlling the amount of real power to be transmitted, the m a of the ideal tap-changing transformer corresponds to the VSC's amplitude modulation coefficient. The k 2 constant will vary depending on the type of element to be modelled [17] .
Secondly, a variable susceptance jB eq is included in order to compensate the reactive power balance equation by absorbing or supplying reactive power at the AC terminals of VSC's (when modelling VSC's). This susceptance essentially represents the reactive power control capabilities of the actual VSC. Thus, in case of modelling VSC-HVDC links using the FGBM, the reactive power flow through the DC link remains zero throughout the solution process. Thirdly, there are complementary elements within the FGBM to represent a variety of elements when applicable, e.g. When modelling a VSC, the inductive reactance jx s and the series resistance r s , within the full π transmission line model, can be used to model the interface magnetics and the ohmic losses respectively. In contrast to, the FGBM can also be simply used to represent conventional AC branches simply by setting the appropriate parameters within the π section. Finally, the shunt conductance G sw relates to the VSC switching losses. Under nominal values of voltage and current, these losses are constant, generating a constant loss G 0 . However, even though the voltage remains practically constant, the load current will vary according to the prevailing operating condition. Hence, G sw will be corrected by the quadratic ratio of the actual current over the nominal current as shown in (2) [15] .
A. Flexible General Model Equations
The 2x2 admittance matrix Y br for the FGBM is expressed in terms of the current injections, i f and i t , and the respective terminal voltages, v f and v t as shown below in (3). It is worth highlighting that even though, when modelling a VSC, the v f and v t will be the DC voltage v dc and the AC voltage v ac respectively, there is no need to differentiate between AC and DC nodes. The branch admittance matrix for the FBGM is shown in (4) .
Finally, the selection of the desired element to be modelled is done by setting certain parameters to configure the FGBM appropriately as shown in Table I . For example, for modelling a two-level VSC the parameter k 2 is configured to have a value of √ 3/2.
III. VSC AND FGBM CONTROL

A. VSC Control
Flexibility of VSC operation and control is indeed the landmark of future hybrid AC/DC grids. As a result, proper Table II [8] , [9] . 
It can be noticed that each VSC control mode has two constraints for either maintaining constant power or constant voltage or a combination of them. This can create resolvability problems if there is not a suitable selection on the converter control mode to be used on a DC grid or link. Therefore, from modelling perspective there may be more than one type of VSC present within a system depending on the control requriements. E.g, when modelling a DC link or grid, not only there must be at least one converter type #II or #III but also there must not be more than one of them to control DC voltage. Additionally, all the remaining converters must be type #I. Moreover, type #I converter must be used if using the converter to connect a wind farm, a photovoltaic power plant, energy storage devices or pasive networks [8] , [18] . By following these rules a window for a feasible solution of the grid will be opened.
B. FGBM Control
Due to FGBM design for transparent resolvability of AC/DC hybrid grids, converter types work as converter identifiers to meet a "Zero Constraint" for the connected DC grids. Converters type #I will use the suceptance B eq to absorb or supply reactive power so that only active power flows through the DC grid. Thus, reactive powers are always zero. Converters type #II do not need to meet the zero constraint since the reactive power flowing through them will become zero naturally by restricting the reactive powers in converters type #I.
As an advantage, the FGBM is designed to tackle each one of the aforementioned constraints individually by modifying the value of a specific variable. Consequently, the model is not limited by the VSC control modes. Moreover, in order to simulate realistically the power grid, it has the option to activate or deactivate the desired control over the modelled element to whatever suits better. Up to this point, by using tables I and III, it can be appreciated that the model is able to simulate either a branch, CTT, PST, or VSC if the correct values for each variable in (4) are selected. Is worth noticing that, even with traditional unmodified power flow calculation, hybrid AC/DC grids can still be simulated if this new FGBM is implemented and the parameters of B eq to meet the zero constraint are known. However, traditional Power Flow Analysis does not include N as a variable of power flow control. Typically, the active power flow is controlled by setting a fixed Shift Angle value, θ sh . On the other hand, the voltage is controlled by setting a fixed tap in the transformer. Unfortunately, neither the relationship between shift angle and active power control, nor that between transformer tap and reactive power control, is linear. Any modifications to the set dispatch will result in a change in power through the FGBM. Furthermore, for the VSC, the value of the equivalent susceptance B eq must be calculated for each scenario too, so that the reactive power flowing through the DC side will always meet the zero constraint. As a consequence, for a full controllable and flexible power flow algorithm, new state variables and mismatch equations for these controllers need to be added to the Jacobian when solving by Newton's Method.
IV. FLEXIBLE POWER FLOW ALGORITHM
In traditional Power Flow Analysis, the nodal bus injections are matched to the loads and generators injections to form the nodal power balance equations, expressed as a function of the complex bus voltages, where the voltage angle V a and the V m are the state variables [16] . Newton's Method is used to solve these the non-linear power balance equations [19] , [20] .
A. Extended Mismatch Equations
In order to solve power flows considering full control over the FGBM, the system of non-linear mismatch equations g(X) is expanded as showed in (5) .
Where the vector X represent the state variables. Additionally, the sets of bus indices I ref , I pv , I pq denote the reference, PV and PQ buses, respectively, whereas the indices I sh , I Qz , I V f , I Vt , I Qt , indicate the elements for active power control, zero constraint control, V f control nodes, V t control nodes and Q t control elements.
For a a specified pattern of load S d and generation S g per bus, the complex power balance equations of the system are calculated as:
Where,
Also, for the complex power injections:
And,
Considering (6) to (11) , the full detailed set of non-linear mismatch functions is described below in (12) to (18) .
Where, P 
B. NR Method and Extended Jacobian
According to Newtons Method, the vector of state variables X can be approximated by performing Taylor series expansion of g(X) in which higher order terms can be neglected. Thus the iterative corrections are calculated as: (19) Jacobian matrix J represents the first order partial derivatives with respect to X. Full Jacobian structure is shown in (20) . 
The new non linear equation system presented in (20) will be solved iteratively until a set tolerance is reached. FPFA flowchart for the FGBM is showed in Fig. 2 .
V. CASE STUDY AND SIMULATIONS
This section presents the simulation of the proposed FPFA algorithm with the implementation of the FGBM for the solution of hybrid AC/DC grids. The Algorithm is an improvement to the original MATPOWER code. In order to verify accuracy of the model and algorithm, the simulation is preformed in the same test system reported in [8] , where a comparison against the sequential method presented in [9] and the unified method presented in [8] is reported. Notice that both in [9] as well as in [8] , the most basic general model of a VSC station is is used, which is represented by a controllable voltage source behind the phase reactor with a complex impedance. The power flow algorithm is set within the tolerance shown in (21). The test system case consists of two asynchronous AC grids interconnected trough two MTDC grids. The AC grid #1 was the IEEE 57 bus system consisting of 7 generators, 80 transmission lines and 42 loads. On the other hand, the Figure 3 shows the combined test system diagram. DC grid parameters can be found in [8] . VSCs parameters are given in Table IV . VSC control settings are presented in Table V . Notice that for active power control, in each DC area at least one VSC has to remain as free to include the active power loss though the DC lines. Reactive injection to the DC grid by the VSC type #I shows that the zero constraint has been achieved. It is noticeable that active power has been fully controlled by both MTDC. Furthermore, the value of θ sh has been obtained for all active power controlled elements. The algorithm has calculated successfully the modulation coefficient and the required value of B eq for converters type #II. Therefore, both reactive power and voltage control have met the set values within the tolerance. It should be noticed that even though the voltage angle in the DC grid has a value, it remains constant though all the connected DC area. Thus, as stated earlier, there is no reactive power through the DC link, hence the DC power flow is dependent on the DC nodal voltages. The fact that the algorithm is calculating V a in the DC areas is a solid proof that the algorithm is not creating any distinction between AC and DC elements. Simulation has converged in 5 iterations and 0.51 seconds (Processor details: Intel Core i7-6560U 2.2GHz, 16GB RAM memory, 64-bit operating system) from flat start. Meanwhile, according to the results reported in [8] employing the sequential algorithm proposed in [9] , the power flow converged in 5 overall iterations. In each overall iteration, both AC grids 1 and 2 needed 4 iterations, and similarly, DC grids 1 and 2 needed 3 and 4 iterations respectively. It is also mentioned that their proposed unified method has better convergence than the sequential method. Nevertheless with the VSC model used in both [9] and [8] the power systems never present an actual interconnection. Their solution algorithms have to solve the power grid by either solving the firstly the DC grid and then the AC grid (sequential method) or creating link equations to simulate the connection (unified method). It is clear that the FGBM does create a connection between grids and therefore the effects of this interaction result in a more realistic and flexible way of simulating hybrid AC/DC power grids.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new steady-state FGBM model and a flexible power flow algorithm for the solution of hybrid AC/DC grids has been presented. Due to the flexibility of the FGBM, the algorithm is not creating any difference between AC, DC, or control elements. In the proposed power flow algorithm, voltage and power control is addressed per variable for all the elements, therefore several control elements of the power grid can be simulated with the same model. Simulation results demonstrate high speed quadratic convergence with full control over the grid solving AC/DC grids with pure AC methodology. This makes the model and algorithm a perfectly suitable candidate for the future development of flexible AC/DC OPF solutions. The FGBM and unified FPFA algorithm are a success.
